SCREEN HOUSE
Proposal for Re-Activation
Meshwork Worcester with Lee Hassall

SCREEN HOUSE, HYLTON ROAD, WORCESTER
Proposal for Re-Activation
Meshwork Worcester with artist and curator Lee Hassall
This is an artist-led proposal to re-activate the Screen House, which currently
sits redundant on Hylton Road, Worcester. This proposal is intended to start a
conversation about the important role the Screen House can play in constructing
Worcester’s status as an extraordinary city.
1.

A glimpse into the future…

of itself and of its relationship to the River Severn. It is programmed as an ongoing
series of events, initiatives and interventions in a changing programme that
responds to the cycles of the River. The Screen House has become a place where
HIFEXIWEVSYRHPERHWGETIIRZMVSRQIRXERHWMXIWTIGM½GMX]EVITVIWIRXIHI\LMFMXIH
ERHTIVJSVQIH[MXLIEGLIZIRXFIMRKQEVOIHF]ETYFPMGEXMSRTVSHYGIHMRGS
operation with other research centres and institutions.
The name ‘Screen House’ (or ‘Screening Tower’) comes from the original function
of the building which housed a water-screening process for the Worcester
'SVTSVEXMSR4S[IV7XEXMSRXLEXSRGIWXSSHSR[LEXMWRS['VMTTPIKEXI4EVO%W
the name implies, the Screen House programme is about exchange, transfer and
reciprocity across a mix of design and art practices that generates an integrated
ETTVSEGLXSGLVSRMGPMRKHIXEMPMRK[VMXMRKERHQEOMRKZMWMFPIXLI³)\XVESVHMREV]'MX]´

SCREENING
SIFTING

2.

RECTIFYING

PERFORMING

The location of the Screen House provides an array of possible starting points
to animate the building and the surrounding area. The Screen House is about
water – it is a building that can highlight Worcester’s relationship with the River
Severn through event programming and improvements to the immediate built
environment.

PUBLISHING

The proposal is based on two over-lapping possibilities, the Screen House as:

EXHIBITING

8LIMREYKYVEP½PQEGSPPEFSVEXMSRFIX[IIR1IWL[SVO;SVGIWXIV;SVGIWXIV'MX]
Council, Sustrans and Lee Hassall, returned the building to its original function as
a screening device. Presenting the city via a series of montages and fragmentary
MQEKIWXLI½PQ´WMRXIVGSRRIGXMRKWYRHV]XEPIWERHKISKVETLMIWVIZIEP;SVGIWXIVEW
glimpsed on the periphery of vision. What emerges is a city that tells various stories
and histories and how these sundry tales and geographies can be interconnected:
XLI;EXIV;SVOWEX3[RIV*IEXLIVWXSRI´W=EVHGSRRIGXIHXSERMVSRXEROEX8VMRMX]
4EWWEKIEWGSPH´WFVMHPIW[EKIHWLSIQEVOWMRFVMGOWXITWPIJXF]LSVWIWYRPSEHIH
JVSQXLIXVEMRPMRISRXLIMV[E]XSXLIVEGIXVEGOXLIJVEQIH'EXLIHVEPERHWTMVIW
of the Worcester vista on the golden plinth of The Hive; the Pinch, notorious and
MRWERMXEV][LIVIXLIGLSPIVE½VWXETTIEVIHMR.YP]XLIIJJIGXSJGPMQEXISR
growing plants under glass; and other such speculative stories.
0MOIXLI½PQXLI7GVIIR,SYWILEWERIZSPZMRKVSPIMR;SVGIWXIV´WYRHIVWXERHMRK

The Proposal: ‘Water Worcester Wider’



MRXIVHMWGMTPMREV][SVOERHI\LMFMXMSRWTEGI



PERHQEVOERHSVMIRXEXMSRTSMRX

2.1

As inter-disciplinary work and exhibition space

Water
7MXYEXIHMRXLII\XVIQMXMIWSJXLI¾SSHTPEMR³6IH>SRI´XLIPSGEXMSRSJXLMWLMWXSVMG
building and its past function sets a precedent for exploring ‘above and below
XLI[EXIVQEVO´MRVIPEXMSRXSGMX]FYMPHMRK)\TIVMQIRXEXMSREXXLIMQQIHMEXI
WMXIJEPPWYRHIVE[MHIVWXYH]SJXLMW¾YGXYEXMRKIRZMVSRQIRXJVSQXLITSIXMGWSJ
Worcester’s intimate connection to water; to the pragmatics of addressing it’s
relationship with our longest river.

Worcester
*VSQXLIVMZIVFEROXLI7GVIIR,SYWIEHHVIWWIWXLIGMX]-XMWGVYGMEPXSXLMROSJ
the city in terms of presentation and representation; the past as generative of, and
GSRWXMXYXIHF]QYPXMTPIERHGSR¾MGXMRKREVVEXMZIW;MXLMRMXHIWMKRERHEVXTVEGXMGIW
[SVOXS[EVHWERMRXIKVEXIHETTVSEGLSJI\TPSVMRKGLVSRMGPMRKHIXEMPMRK[VMXMRK
ERHQEOMRKZMWMFPIXLIQEXIVMEPTEWXERHTVIWIRX)\LMFMXMSRWEXXLI7GVIIR,SYWI
resonate powerfully to creatively inspire and consistently renew vision.
Wider
-RXLI'SQQMWWMSRIVWEKVIIHXSIVIGXEWIZIRLSVWITS[IVIRKMRIMR3[RIV
Featherstone’s Yard at the South End of Pitchcroft, and that cast iron pipes should
be laid to the reservoir in the Trinity.
The Screen House is more than just a remainder space. Beyond being just a physical
space, it is a relationship or something that has been made room for – a conference
SVQIIXMRKSVHMWGYWWMSR-XXEOIWSRXLIVSPISJERMRXIVHMWGMTPMREV][SVO¯WMXI
functioning as an accessible and all embracing neutral territory to explore the full
range of possibilities associated with the notion of Worcester as the ‘Extraordinary
City’.
%GLERKMRKVSXESJGSRXIQTSVEV]³GSQQMWWMSRIVW´IRKEKIHMRZEVMSYWETTVSEGLIW
to city-building, foster a yearly roster of programming that informs, enables, advises
ERHVIZMI[WEGXMSRXEOIRMRXLITYFPMGVIEPQ[LMPWXWTEVOMRKERHGSRWSPMHEXMRKRI[
collaborative and productive alliances.

ERRSYRGIWXLIWXEVXSJXLMW³PMRIEVTEVO´JVSQNYWX7SYXLSJXLINYRGXMSRSJ8]FVMHKI
Road with Hylton Road. The ‘box’ also shares a physical and historical association
[MXLPERHXLEXMWRS['VMTTPIKEXI4EVO8LIVIMWERSTTSVXYRMX]XSTYRGLERI[
IRXVERGIMRXS'VMTTPIKEXI4EVO[MXLERI[TIHIWXVMERGVSWWMRKWTVYRKJVSQXLI
‘box’, at the ‘pinch’ where the ‘approach’ from the later bridge becomes the ‘linear
TEVO´
8LITSWMXMSRSJXLIWXVYGXYVIMWWYGLXLEXMXJSVQWEQEVOIVSRXLIXVERWTSRXMRI
The visual presence of the Screen House can be enhanced to increase the
possibility of its use as a visual leap and navigational aid from the city side of the
6MZIVERHSRXS[EVHW'VMTTPIKEXI4EVOERH7X.SLR´W8LITSWMXMSRSJXLI7GVIIR
House also brings into play the relationship between North and South Quays; the
building acting as a refractor that guides the observer round the convex line of
the River Severn at this point. In this way the Screen House helps to place people
in the context of the city narrative, the built city and, most importantly perhaps, in
relationship to the River.
3.

Summary

In summary, the Screen House is the opportunity to develop a “clear set of
objectives for the riverside [as] needed to inspire and guide changes to ensure that
it becomes an integral and valued part of the city centre” through:

-XFIGSQIWEWTEGIXSYRHIVWXERHHI½RIERHHIFEXIXLIVIEWSRWMJXLIVIWLSYPHFI
reasons today, to erect a seven horsepower engine in Owner Featherstone’s Yard to
pump water to a ‘reservoir’ in the Trinity.








PERHWGETIIRZMVSRQIRXERHWMXIWTIGM½GTIVJSVQERGI
WTEGITPEGIERHXLIGYPXYVEPH]REQMGSJEVX
EVXIGSPSK]ERHWYWXEMREFMPMX]
[EPOMRKHVE[MRKERHHVMJX
TIVJSVQERGI[VMXMRKMRWXEPPEXMSRERHMQEKIW
REVVEXMZIERHQIQSV]

2.2

4.

Background

As landmark and orientation point:

Essentially, the Screen House is a ‘box’ on a much older plinth, adjacent to steps
leading down to the River and in general proximity to the now lost medieval
bridge. On the ‘Welsh’ side of the River, this ‘box’ has a sense of formal approach
,IR[MGO4EVEHI JVSQXLIPEXIVFVMHKIERHJVSQXLIGMX]WMHIMXMWERI]IGEXGLIV
MRXLIZMWYEP³VEQQIP´WXVIXGLIHSYXEPSRKXLILSVM^SRSJXLIFEROXSXLIWXEVXSJE
TSXIRXMEPVMZIVWMHI³PMRIEVTEVO´XLEXVYRWHS[RXSERHFI]SRHXLI:MEHYGX8LI³FS\´

8LI7GVIIR,SYWI EPWSORS[RZEVMSYWP]EW³7GVIIRMRK,SYWI´³7GVIIRMRK'LEQFIV´
ERH³7GVIIRMRK8S[IV´ MWWMXYEXIHSRXLI[IWXFEROSJXLI6MZIV7IZIVRSR,]PXSR
6SEHRIEVXLINYRGXMSR[MXL8]FVMHKI7XVIIXEX73
The current structure, designed in the neo-Georgian style by one time County
%VGLMXIGX%:6S[I  [EWFYMPXMR;EXIVJVSQXLI6MZIV7IZIVR

[EWHVE[RSJJEXXLMWTSMRXERHWGVIIRIH MI½PXIVIH FIJSVIFIMRKTYQTIHXSXLI
nearby Worcester Corporation Power Station for use in cooling. The ‘waste’ water
GEQIFEGOMRXSXLI7IZIVRZMEETMTIEPMXXPIHS[RWXVIEQSJXLIFYMPHMRK8LITS[IV
WXEXMSR ERH7GVIIR,SYWI GPSWIHMR[MXLXLITS[IVWXEXMSRWYFWIUYIRXP]
HIQSPMWLIH  ERHXLI7GVIIR,SYWIQSVISVPIWWRIKPIGXIH
8LIWXITWERHWYVVSYRHMRKIQFEROQIRXSR[LMGLXLI7GVIIR,SYWIWMXWEVI
WPMKLXP]WOI[IHERHEVITVSFEFP]PIKEG]SJERIEVPMIVWPMTERHSVUYE]EVVERKIQIRX
NYWXWSYXLSJXLIJSVQIV1IHMIZEPFVMHKIXLEXHEXIWFEGOXS.SLR(SLEVX]´WTPERSJ
XLIGMX]'IVXEMRP]XLITVIWIRXWXITWERHIQFEROQIRXEVIWLS[RSRXLI8S[R
Plan and the First Edition Ordnance Survey.
Notes:
1IWL[SVO;SVGIWXIV
³1IWL[SVO;SVGIWXIV´MWEREVXMWXPIHMRMXMEXMZI 6SF'SPFSYVRI7XYEVX1YKVMHKI
(EZMH4EXXIR 0SXXIV]JYRHIHF]%VXW'SYRGMP)RKPERH8LIEMQSJ³1IWL[SVO
;SVGIWXIV´MWXSMRZIWXEVXMWXXLMROMRK 6 (EGXMSRVIWIEVGLERHMRJVEWXVYGXYVI
FYMPHMRK MRXLIVIGIRX³1EWXIV4PERJSV;SVGIWXIV´ (EZMH0SGO%WWSGMEXIW 
in parallel with the City Council’s development of second level master plan studies
MR [LMGLMRGPYHI4YFPMG6IEPQ7XVEXIK]0MKLXMRK7XVEXIK]'MX],MWXSV]8VEMPW
%GXMZI6MZIV7XVEXIK]4YFPMG%VX4VSKVEQQIERH4VSKVEQQISJ'YPXYVEP)ZIRXW 
Lee Hassall
%VXMWX0II,EWWEPPMWGYVVIRXP]YRHIVXEOMRKETVEGXMGIPIH4L(EXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ
%FIV]WX[]XLMRXLI(ITEVXQIRXSJ8LIEXVI*MPQ 8IPIZMWMSR,MWWXEVXMRKTSMRX
for his research is a set of drawings by Thomas Rowlandson made during a tour of
;EPIWMR8LIQEMRJSGYWSJXLIIRUYMV]MWIQTXMRIWWMRVIPEXMSRXSXLIWYFPMQI
[MXLXLIWMWGLETXIVWSR³XLIWYFPMQI´³PERHWGETI´³XLITMGXYVIWUYIWMXI´ERH³TSWX
colonial absences’. His research proposes reclaiming a sense of the visual within
the study of landscape and explores and contextualises articulation of the visual in
relation to the performative. He is also Senior Lecturer and Course Leader for Fine
%VXEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ;SVGIWXIV

